
APRENDE INGLÉS
A TRAVÉS DE

LA EDUCACIÓN FÍSICA

VOCABULARY

VOCABULARY LIST
Provide students with a list of

specific vocabulary.

BRIEFING
Use exercises such as "Match the

Words" and "Fill the Gaps" to
introduce vocabulary.

NEW RULES
Incorporate the use of English
into grading when introducing

new rules, playing or performing
skills.

HOMEWORK
Assign homework using specific
vocabulary, for example, writing
an instruction, in preparation for

games such as Simon Says.

WARM UP GAMES
Reinforce use of new vocabulary

through warm up games.

Shown below is a compilation of different ideas to apply in your
Physical Education classes. It is organized into 4 sections.

Read the examples, and if you want to know more, check out
my web page.

GRAMMAR
You can work on the grammar using the ideas shown above in the vocabulary
section. I would recommend you to give more importance to the wordbook at the very
beginning, so they could work on the grammar while using that specific vocabulary.

Make the use of
English part of their
grade introducing
new rules when

playing or
performing skills.

Provide a list with
phrases commonly

used in subject area.

Collaborate with
English teachers to
specifically work on
the grammar they

are learning in their
English lessons.

USEFUL
PHRASES


NEW
RULES

TEAMWORK

SUBTITLE 02SPEAKING

ICE BREAKING GAMES
We have to make sure that our students enjoy our lessons and have the best
conditions to learn. Use ice breaking games to create a non-judgmental environment
where everybody feels self-confident and helps one another.

WARM UP SONGS
Reinforce pronounciation while working on grammar and vocabulary. For
example, there are many camp songs with easy dance movements that
are so catchy and your students will enjoy and always remember. 

TEACHERS FOR A DAY
Prepare them to be able to lead a warm up, an exercise or
even a full lesson.

LISTENING

Play games to make your
students perform skills
based on what you say
aloud. Videos and audios can
be used to make it more
interesting.

Provide students with
materials and tasks prior to a
lesson (flip teaching) like
videos or podcasts. For
example, apps such as
edpuzzle can be helpful.

Improve  listening by sharing
youtube channels, podcasts,
and instagram profiles.
These activities can be done
voluntarily or for extra
credit.

SERGIO MONATO CORDERO

https://smonato.cafd.pro/

